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Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

QB
DOB (Age)

11-24-82 (36)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Turchyn, Nick

TEAM

Tampa Bay Buccaneers05-7th-STL

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Harvard - MAHA

Prospect (Last, First)

Fitzpatrick, Ryan

2018: at NO 9/9, vs PHI 09/16, vs PIT 9/24, at CAR 11/04, vs WAS 11/11

57
Winning %

38%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2018 career high in completion percentage (66.7) TD% (6.9) and most impressively Y/A 

(9.6 vs 6.9 career)and Y/C (14.4) Week 1 completed 21-of-28 passes for a career-high 417 

yards with four touchdowns and no interceptions while adding 36 yards and a touchdown 

on 12 carries Sunday in the Buccaneers’ Week 1 win over the Saints. Career 9 comeback 

wins, 13 Game-Winning Drives Note TD/Int Ratio of 1.28 highest ever only 2.1, only 2 

seasons above 2.0 490 rushes for 2,227 yards over career, 4.5 Y/A 15 rushing TDs

15th year QB coming off an 8 game appearance in 2018 (starting 7, 21 starts in 3 seasons), spending the last 2

seasons in HC Dirk Koetter/OC Todd Monken's downfield passing attack. Before that spent multiple seasons in

Chan Gailey's Single Back Spread offense in both Buffalo and New York. A good athlete throwing right-handed

with adequate height and weight with good agility, balance, and flexibility, with solid arm strength and body

control to deliver on the run or from multiple platforms in the pocket. In the passing game, shows solid mental

processing Pre-Snap where he actively sets and adjusts protections, clearly identifying 1st and 2nd tier defenders

to OL and backfield players. Adjusts plays well in situational football (Red Zone, 3rd down) even to late spin

adjustments from 3rd tier defenders. Note 48 Wunderlic score was the highest for QB in history. Capable of

showing efficient footwork in shorter drops from Shotgun, particularly rhythm Fade routes to outside receivers.

Flashed athleticism in release, able to throw from multiple platforms both ind and out of the pocket. Shows solid

touch on these throws able to match throw type with coverage and situation. Demonstrates solid mechanics,

most often a consistent front front stride and good transfer of weight generating solid rotation and good 3/4

release point. On shot plays downfield he flashed not only touch but consistent solid arm strength to both sides of

the field. Placement at its best when in rhythm or off predetermined read. Capable of solid poise in the pocket

versus pressure, with many examples of good throws within structure. Flashed ability in the red zone to wait for

2nd window in-breaking routes with rushgers bearing down on him. Aggressive thrower, shows good

competitive toughness attacking match ups and giving his receivers a chance to make plays. Would point his

number of game winning drives and comeback wins, shows a streaky ability to put drives together when it

counts. As a runner, shows solid play strength, speed and competitiveness with the ball in his hands, he wants to

make plays with his feet. Particularly effective in the Red Zone running Read Option type plays, able to withstand

contact from 2nd level defenders for touchdowns, smells goal line well. In the passing game, struggles in his drop

from both gun and under center (particularly the latter). Consistently drifts from from mid-line to throws on

both sides, too often a detriment to play structure. and at times led directly to sacks or passes batted down at the

LOS. Lacked awareness to the launch point. This drift would also show after the Drop, where he would Crow Hop

play side into pass rushing lanes forcing him to throw off platform. Not confident that this poor habit can be

corrected by coaching at this stage in his career, and its correlation with driving Type-1 throws on a line greater

than 12 yards downfield. Also shows heavier feet in all pocket movements where he lacked efficiency; the Crow

Hopping shows up often into throws unnecessary delaying his release, causing uneven shoulders, and even

knocking him off rhythm when his heels clicked. The delayed release seemed exclusive to his left plant foot

getting down late as his stride lengthened. Only adequate in decision making, struggles with reading leverage of

Zone or Off Coverage. Too often threw vertical routes to capped space, or in breaking routes to soon to be

contested space. Seemed to stick to first read often, sending it despite change or rotation. Only adequate in play

speed, too often a beat late especially in routes that terminated in space. This became an issue in his RZ play,

where he struggles to find tight windows in Man, Zone, Match coverage. As the season progressed, his adequate

accuracy hurt the offense more, with a wide range of scatter shot misses to targets at the short and intermediate

level. Later starts rarely saw runner's balls to in-breaking routes, unsure if some injury was effecting this? Shows

marginal ability to extend plays, too often leaving the pocket early and is tied to is adequate decision making. Too

often his shoulders and feet went parallel to the LOS and he eyes went to finding a hole to run through. Vision

was severely limited when out of the pocket, only able to see receivers or check downs that were actually on his

running path. Overall a back up QB whose high football IQ, experience, competitive nature, and streaky arm talent

can move a passing game when called upon. Limited role because of overall consistency, scattershot accuracy,

and pocket movement skills. Would avoid offenses that want to use a lot of PA from under center that move the

pocket often.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

141
Games Started

125
Games Won

Field Vision, Pocket Movement/Drops, Placement, Decision Making

PROJECTION Back-up QB whose high football IQ, experience, competitive nature, and streaky placement 

can move a passing game when called upon. Limited role because of overall consistency, 

scattershot accuracy, and pocket movement skills. Would avoid offenses that want to use a 

lot of PA from under center that move the pocket often.

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Pre-Snap FBI, Rhythm Fades to Left, Deep Balls, Scramble to Run

WORST

QB

Shotgun based offense that employs a lot of predetermined reads for its Quick Game 

elements but also embraces shot plays down the field

2018 Week 3 Knee/Sprained MCL on injury report but did not miss time 2017 No Known 

Injuries 2016 Week 9 Knee Strain missed 1 week 2015 Week 8 Thumb Ligament Tear Week 

6 Elbow Soreness 2014 Week 5 Elbow Soreness 2013-2005 No Known Injuries

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


